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The new gameplay mechanics are tied into FIFA’s World Class engine, allowing for seamless gameplay with increased ball movement, player control, on-the-ball action, and improved ball physics. Based on player movement during a football match, which includes multiple games over several months, the engine ensures players' actions –
for example, sprints, runs and tackles – are precisely integrated into the game. Adding to gameplay is the new “Match Day Player Action Visuality,” which provides a more accurate representation of how a player performs certain actions on the pitch, such as interceptions, saves and headers. The Player Action Visuality is powered by
player motion data, in particular player sprints, and is created with real-world data. This improved visualisation complements the new player animations, which ensure players look like they really are running at full speed. FIFA also improves the control and ball physics of the game, resulting in significantly more accurate play-style
differences between defenders, midfielders and strikers. The movement of the ball is also improved based on player movements on the pitch and pushes the ball towards the area of the pitch that the player is moving towards, as players use their own acceleration. "Real-life ball control is something we've all been thinking about for a
while and it's something the FUT community has really been pushing for in the game. Match Day Player Action Visuality shows just how realistic the on-the-pitch controls will be and it's a change that we're very excited about,” said Ian Goodison, FIFA Creative Officer. "In FIFA 20, we focused on creating the most realistic experience
possible with the ball, and players – but we heard loud and clear that there was still a need for more of a matchday experience with active gameplay," he added. "Going forward, we'll continue to work on adding more of a'matchday feel' to the way we play the game, and as I mentioned, Match Day Player Action Visuality is a very big part
of the new experience, letting players see exactly how the matchday action unfolds." The new Pro Player Skills are enhanced, and allow players to use their preferred skill to get closer to the ball. For example, the Low Angles skill will allow players to shoot with short range accuracy. This is especially useful for attackers, who can use the
short range accuracy to find and switch to the weak side, when they need to ‘snipe’ past a
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Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that
gives you more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game.
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FIFA World Cup™: The World’s Game is the official video game of the FIFA World Cup™, the most global and popular sports event on earth. The FIFA World Cup has become the ultimate proving ground for teams, players and nations where the best test their skills and compete for glory. FIFA World Cup™ allows gamers to play any role on
the field, from underdog to eternal champion, with unprecedented authenticity through team and player AI, physics, ball control and vision. A spectacular, breathtaking game experience, fully suited to gamers and football fans of all ages. Many traditional modes are updated with new game modes, including official, balanced and original
modes. Key Features Authenticity FIFA World Cup™ is the most authentic football game on the market with every mode, from Single Match to Franchise, handled by the best of the best. This provides players with an authentic and challenging football experience, whether in a single match or the epic running of the World Cup™.
Furthermore, this game is a true success story for football simulation games with players making decisions that help their teams win and losing with the result influenced by skill, grit, and ultimately a battle for possession of the ball. Motion and camera control support goalkeepers and those in key roles in the team. Control the game like
a real football match with stick or analog control, with mouse and keyboard, and with the new innovative ‘Touch Control’ interaction controls. New Player Control The player experience has been improved through more realistic player AI. This includes a new approach to player scouting with video-based analysis of players alongside in-
game scout reports. In the new Manager Mode, the game offers a detailed player contract system, unique youth progression, a detailed Player Profile, improved end of transfer negotiations and a new contract negotiation system. The improved team management experience offers more day-to-day management tasks and the option to
create a new manager or try out different managerial roles. Fifa Ultimate Team With new card packs and stadium enhancements, any team can become the ultimate team. This lets players compete for prize cards, coins and unique stadium areas. Offline Seasons Offline Seasons allow players to experience the challenge of living and
playing in a stadium with FIFA® World Cup™ 2022™, EA SPORTS™ FIFA World Cup™ 2022™, offline. Experience the stadiums and create your own off- bc9d6d6daa
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Choose your roster, add a host of new dynamic features, such as brand new 'Thematic Kit Creator' and 'Dynamic Injury System', see what makes you a great player, and challenge your friends in all-new FUT Seasons. FIFA Ultimate Team Online – Take the game to the next level and compete for bragging rights in authentic UEFA
competition. Claim your own VIP area, personalise your experience, and experience shared moments with your friends online. The Journey – A new story mode featuring some of the greatest players of all time. Be the next Ronaldo, Charles Aránguiz, Kaká, Wayne Rooney or more. New Authentic Player Authentic – New features including
L.A. Saborío and Rashaun Allen, Colombian World Cup stars in the new ‘Pro Player’. New long-distance contract signings: Jesus Navas, Manchester United, starting in 2017; Paul Pogba, Juventus, starting in 2018; Romelu Lukaku, Manchester United, starting in 2019; Jadon Sancho, Borussia Dortmund, starting in 2020; and Davy Klaassen,
Ajax, starting in 2023. Authentic Face of the Game – New faces of the game include Thierry Henry, Andrea Pirlo, David Alaba, and Pepe as well as new characters. Take on FIFA DNA in the new global tournament format. FIFA Ultimate Team Challenges let you play against other players’ teams, test your skills, and win rewards. DINO MUG
Capture Dino and watch him unlock different gameplay animations, like pivoting, catching, and even head-banging! INTERNATIONAL FRIENDLY Take your favorite team anywhere in the world and face off against one of the game's international teams. IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS Share your gameplay sessions with friends using the new
Street Fighter V: Arcade Edition sharing system. For the first time ever, FIFA and Street Fighter are going head-to-head in a FIFA-exclusive crossover event. The FIFA 22 Street Fighter V DLC features a story mode that spans across both Street Fighter and FIFA, as well as a number of game modes. One of the game’s most memorable
features is its World Class Champs mode, now available in FIFA 22. World Class Champs sees you take control of a European squad as they compete in a diverse set of events for FIFA Ultimate Team. Play through
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Spencer: Real Madrid’s Charlie Spencer is out of contract and looking to move on from his current club. Arsenal are keen to add the midfielder, but as far as we know, their interest hasn’t gone beyond mail.
Linked to English clubs, and then Madrid, Manchester United and Chelsea, Charlie has been unable to find a new home at 18, and it looks as though Spencer will remain a Gunner beyond the day the season
ends.
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Features: 

Multiplayer

A wide range of fantastic new features are included in FIFA. 

Introducing Online Seasons:
Online Seasons are now recreated using a multitude of real-world scenarios and tight deadlines to ensure that they deliver the highest and most realistic social experience in a FIFA title.
Training has expanded to include new settings and goals to provide more realistic off-the-ball training scenarios for all new ways to make tactical adjustments.
The most comprehensive presentation overhaul in a FIFA game to date.
New and improved Community Challenges.
FIFA now introduces Online Seasons.
Switch between Ultra-Realism and a more dynamic, Online Seasons experience in part of the Career Mode.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is a wholly owned brand of Electronic Arts Inc. and is produced and distributed by EA SPORTS. EA SPORTS FIFA is a wholly owned brand of Electronic Arts Inc. and is produced and distributed by EA
SPORTS. Become A Better Player EA SPORTS FIFA 22 takes the most in-depth approach to developing individual-level and team-wide tactics – for the first time in FIFA history, this is a season of real-time, offensive
and defensive decision-making. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 takes the most in-depth approach to developing individual-level and team-wide tactics – for the first time in FIFA history, this is a season of real-time, offensive
and defensive decision-making. Play To Win Use real-world tactics to take on the best club teams, and qualify for the FIFA Club World Cup. It is the biggest season of Club Football ever, with the FIFPro World11
introduced to give players unprecedented levels of insight into the best teams and players in the world. Use real-world tactics to take on the best club teams, and qualify for the FIFA Club World Cup. It is the
biggest season of Club Football ever, with the FIFPro World11 introduced to give players unprecedented levels of insight into the best teams and players in the world. Dynamic 3D Pitch Experience Dynamic 3D Pitch
Experience FIFA 22 delivers all-new visuals and gameplay with unprecedented effects, including dynamic 3D pitch experience and fully organic, living, vibrant grass. FIFA 22 delivers all-new visuals and gameplay
with unprecedented effects, including dynamic 3D pitch experience and fully organic, living, vibrant grass. Increased Player Awareness EA SPORTS FIFA 22 creates a player’s awareness of the game’s physics, ball
movement, and player responsiveness to goalkeepers for the first time in FIFA. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 creates a player’s awareness of the game’s physics, ball movement, and player responsiveness to goalkeepers for
the first time in FIFA. No Fouls, No VAR EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features a brand-new, realistic dribbling system, including a contextual animation and new ball physics. The same one-to-one dribbling system from FIFA
17 is further enhanced by a brand-new Player Routines system, which allows players to automate their own dribbling and make more intelligent decisions. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features a brand-new, realistic
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System Requirements:

- Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10. - Intel i3, i5, i7 CPU or AMD Ryzen, AMD Threadripper. - Intel iGPU 970 (AMD iGPU 975+) or AMD R9 370, 390, 390X. - RAM 4GB or more. - VRAM 16GB or more. - Video driver : OpenGL
4.4 or above - At least VRAM 2GB or more. - Processor : Core i3, i5
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